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The hydrogen molecule has become a test ground for quantum electrodynamical calculations in
molecules. Expanding beyond studies on stable hydrogenic species to the heavier radioactive tritiumbearing molecules, we report on a measurement of the fundamental T2 vibrational splitting ðv ¼ 0 → 1Þ for
J ¼ 0–5 rotational levels. Precision frequency metrology is performed with high-resolution coherent antiStokes Raman spectroscopy at an experimental uncertainty of 10–12 MHz, where sub-Doppler saturation
features are exploited for the strongest transition. The achieved accuracy corresponds to a 50-fold
improvement over a previous measurement, and it allows for the extraction of relativistic and QED
contributions to T2 transition energies.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.163002

Molecular hydrogen is a quintessential system in the
development of quantum chemistry, and it has emerged as
a benchmark for testing relativistic quantum electrodynamics
(QED) in simple bound systems. The accurate measurement
of the dissociation energy of the H2 molecule [1], the
measurement of its fundamental vibrational splitting [2],
as well as the accurate frequency calibration of very weak
quadrupole overtone transitions [3–5], have been accompanied by ever increasing first principles calculations [6–8].
The comparisons between accurate theoretical and experimental values have spurred interpretations in fundamental
physics, such as contributions from hypothetical fifth forces
in the binding of the molecule [9] as well as constraining
the compactification lengths of extra dimensions [10]. The
various contributions to the binding energies in the hydrogen
molecule, in particular the adiabatic and nonadiabatic corrections [11] to the Born-Oppenheimer energies, and to a
more subtle extent the relativistic and QED contributions
[12], depend on the masses of the nuclei. The mass
dependency of the corrections are accentuated in the lightest
hydrogenic molecular system, and the spectroscopic precision tests were extended to other hydrogen isotopologues.
Measurements of the dissociation energy [13] and the
quadrupole infrared spectrum [14,15] were extended to
the D2 isotopologue, while the mixed HD stable isotopomer
was targeted in studies of the dissociation limit [16] and the
near infrared spectrum [17]. For performing comparisons
with QED calculations, the latter were performed for HD as
well to high accuracy [18].
In contrast, there is a paucity of high-accuracy investigations on the radioactive tritium-bearing species of
molecular hydrogen, such that relativistic and QED effects
are entirely untested for the tritiated isotopologues. Tritium,
0031-9007=18=120(16)=163002(5)

containing two neutrons in addition to the charge-carrying
proton, is unstable, with a half-life of about 12 years, and it
undergoes beta decay as the nucleus transmutes from 3H to
3
He. Handling tritium in a typical spectroscopy laboratory
is heavily restricted to minute amounts, thus ruling out the
use of molecular beam techniques, while cavity-enhanced
techniques face severe difficulty in material degradation
with tritium exposure. Examples of the few gas-phase
experiments on T-bearing hydrogen molecules include
spontaneous Raman spectroscopy on T2 [19,20] and
optoacoustic spectroscopy of the fundamental and overtone
bands in HT [21], performed with sample pressures of a
few hundred mbar. Here, we perform precision tests on T2 ,
the heaviest molecular hydrogen species, by employing
coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS). CARS
offers excellent sensitivity and has been previously applied
to H2 at 100 mbars [22], while a related Raman technique has
been applied to D2 at 2 mbars pressure [23]. We have recently
demonstrated the feasibility of precision measurements in a
gas cell containing T2 at 2.5 mbars [24]. In this Letter, we
present results with a 50-fold increase in precision, obtained
by the use of a narrow-band Stokes laser source and
improved absolute frequency calibrations. The application
of ns pulsed narrow-band laser sources on the low-pressure
T2 sample has enabled the observation of narrow subDoppler saturation features in the CARS spectra, which is
exploited to obtain higher precision for the strongest transition. Significant enhancement in the detection efficiency
also allowed for the use of much lower laser intensities,
leading to a more accurate treatment of ac Stark effects.
A schematic representation of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 1. Two nearly Fourier-transformation (FT)
limited laser pulses for the pump (ωP , λ ¼ 532 nm) and
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the high-resolution CARS setup. The
narrow-band pump (ωP ) and Stokes (ωS ) laser beams are
collinearly aligned in a sample cell containing 2.5 mbar of T2 .
The generated anti-Stokes (ωAS ) radiation is spatially dispersed
using prisms, passed through an optical interference filter (IF),
detected using a photomultiplier tube (PMT) and recorded
(DAQ). A diagram for the CARS frequency-mixing process in
shown on the lower left.

Stokes (ωS , λ ¼ 612 nm) beams are temporally and spatially overlapped and focused with a f ¼ 20 cm lens (L1)
in the tritium gas cell. The nonlinear frequency mixing
(scheme represented in the lower left corner of Fig. 1)
produces an anti-Stokes coherent beam at ωAS ¼ 2ωP − ωS
corresponding to λ ¼ 470 nm, which is collimated (L2:
f ¼ 10 cm) and dispersed using prisms, passed through an
optical filter (IF), and finally detected using a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The pump beam (pulse width:
8 ns; FT-limit: 55 MHz) is the output of an injectionseeded and frequency-doubled Nd∶YAG laser, while the
Stokes radiation (pulse width: 6 ns; FT-limit: 74 MHz) is
produced using a narrow-band pulsed dye amplifier (PDA)
system [25], which is seeded by a continuous-wave (CW)
ring dye laser, and pumped by a different injection-seeded
Nd∶YAG laser. The 4 cm3 gas cell contains 2.5 mbars of
mixed molecular hydrogen isotopologues with 93% T2 ,
prepared at the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe, and transported to LaserLaB Amsterdam [24].
The high-resolution CARS spectra are recorded for six
QðJÞ rotational lines (for J ¼ 0–5) of the X1 Σþ
g fundamental
ðv ¼ 0 → 1Þ vibrational band. A typical recording of the
Qð0Þ Raman transition, which is the weakest among the
detected lines, is shown in Fig. 2. The CW-seed frequency
for the ωS radiation is calibrated in the scanning mode using
transmission markers of a HeNe-stabilized etalon [free
spectral range νFSR ¼ 150.33ð1Þ MHz] in combination with
a reference spectrum provided from saturation I2 spectroscopy [26]. A temporal and spatial CW-pulse frequency offset
may be induced by intensity-dependent frequency chirp
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FIG. 2. A spectral recording of the Qð0Þ line of the X 1 Σþ
g ð0–1Þ
Raman band, probed at peak intensities of 9 GW=cm2 for both
lasers, and plotted with respect to the Stokes frequency ωS (lower
frequency axis) and the Raman shift ω (upper axis). The solid red
line through the T2 data points is a Gaussian fit, while the
transmission of the stabilized etalon and saturated I2 spectrum are
plotted below the spectrum for the relative and absolute frequency
calibrations for ωS, respectively.

effects in the pulsed-dye amplification [25,27,28], which
is measured and corrected for in the data analysis [29]. The
frequency of the ωP pulse is monitored online using a highresolution wavelength meter (High Finesse Ångstrom WSU30) that is periodically calibrated against several absolute
frequency standards in our laboratory, including calibrations
against a Cs standard via an optical frequency comb laser. The
Raman shift ω is deduced from the simultaneous frequency
calibration of both incident lasers at frequencies ωP and ωS ,
respectively.
The spectral lines are typically broadened by the ac Stark
effect, as shown in Fig. 3, depending on the pulse
intensities of the incident pump I P and Stokes I S laser
beams, respectively. The smallest peak in Fig. 3(a) was
recorded with intensities of I P ¼ 6 and I S ¼ 1.5 GW=cm2 ,
and it has a full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of
420 MHz. This approaches the expected linewidth limit
from the convolution of the Doppler width (370 MHz) with
the instrumental bandwidths of both laser beams (75 MHz).
At sufficiently high pulse intensities (> 30 GW=cm2 ), subDoppler CARS saturation dips [22,23] are observed as
shown in panel (b) of Fig. 3. These saturation profiles were
fitted with the composite function,

 
ω − ωDopp 2
ysat ðωÞ ¼ A0 þ ADopp exp −
ΔωDopp

 
ω − ωsub 2
− Asub exp −
;
Δωsub
to obtain the line positions ωð·Þ , linewidths Δωð·Þ , and
amplitudes Að·Þ , indicated by subscripts (Dopp) and (sub)
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FIG. 3. Recorded CARS spectra of the Qð1Þ line profiles at
various ωP and ωS laser intensities illustrating the ac Stark effect.
(a) At low intensities, symmetric profiles are observed that
approach towards the instrument- and Doppler-limited bandwidth, with the lowest intensity in (a) at ðI P þ I S Þ ¼ 6 GW=cm2 .
(b) At sufficiently high intensities, sub-Doppler saturation dips
are observed, with the highest intensity in (b) at ðI P þ I S Þ ¼
125 GW=cm2 . The amplitude scale is identical for both panels (a)
and (b).

FIG. 4. The extrapolation to the field-free Raman shift for the
Qð1Þ line measured at different intensities. The solid black
squares are obtained from Doppler-broadened spectra, while
the unfilled blue squares are obtained from the sub-Doppler
features in saturated CARS spectra. The red line is a fit of the
combined data sets. The inset shows the FWHM linewidths,
where the sub-Doppler features (solid black squares) are up to
four times narrower than those for the Doppler-limited spectra
(unfilled blue squares).

for the Doppler-broadened profile and sub-Doppler features, respectively. The lowest intensity scan in Fig. 3(b)
shows a resolved sub-Doppler dip with a FWHM linewidth
that is four times smaller than the Doppler-limited width
and approaches the instrument bandwidth.
The ac Stark shift for the Qð1Þ transition is plotted in
Fig. 4 as a function of total intensity, I P þ I S , of both the
pump and Stokes beams, respectively. Because of the
similar polarizabilities at λP ¼ 532 nm and λS ¼ 612 nm
for both the v ¼ 0 and v ¼ 1 levels for molecular hydrogen
[30], a treatment of the ac Stark dependence on total
intensity was performed. The ac Stark analysis includes the
line centers of the Doppler-limited (unsaturated) profiles
and sub-Doppler saturation dips, and the true field-free
Raman line positions are obtained by extrapolating to zero
total intensity. The Qð1Þ linewidths are plotted in the inset
of Fig. 4 for the Doppler-limited profiles and the saturated
sub-Doppler dips, showing the potential of improved line
center determinations for the narrow saturation features.
Because of the lower signal to noise ratio for the other QðJÞ
lines, sub-Doppler studies were only performed for the
Qð1Þ transition. Collisional shifts in molecular hydrogen
have been investigated in CARS studies [31] and are at the
level of ≤ 0.1 MHz at pressures of 2.5 mbars, and they can
be safely ignored for T2. The uncertainty contributions,
summarized in Table I, lead to a final uncertainty of
12 MHz or 4 × 10−4 cm−1 for QðJ ¼ 0; 2–5Þ lines. The
slightly smaller uncertainty of 10 MHz for Qð1Þ reflects
the use of sub-Doppler features in the ac Stark analysis and
better statistics, due to more measurements performed on
this line, for the systematic shift assessment. The statistics

entry in Table I indicates the reproducibility of measurements performed on different days.
The QðJÞ transition energies for J ¼ 0–5 are listed in
the second column of Table II. The present results are in
agreement with our preliminary study [24], but they
represent an improvement in accuracy of 50 times. The
measurements here are also 250 times more precise than
all other previous investigations in T2 , e.g., in Ref. [20].
The QðJÞ results of the present study are in agreement with
the calculations in Ref. [32] with the partial treatment of
relativistic and radiative effects, with a claimed accuracy
of 0.02 cm−1 . Calculations of the rotationless vibrational
splitting Qð0Þ, which includes relativistic corrections [33]
and leading-order QED estimates [34] are also consistent
with the present determination to within 0.01 cm−1 .
The nonrelativistic energies, Enonrel , of the quantum
levels in the ground electronic state are now calculated

TABLE I. Systematic and statistical contributions to the frequency uncertainties in the fundamental vibrational Raman shifts
in T2 . Values are given in MHz.
Contribution
Pump (ωP ) calibration
Stokes (ωS ) CW calibration
Stokes CW–pulse chirp correction
ac Stark analysis
Collisional shift
Statistics
Combined (1σ)
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QðJ ≠ 1Þ
6
2
5
7
<1
7
12

Qð1Þ
6
2
5
4
<1
5
10
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TABLE II. Fundamental vibrational splittings of the QðJÞ
transitions in T2 obtained in this study are listed in the second
column. The relativistic and QED energy contributions, ErelþQED ,
to the transition energies extracted from this experiment, are
listed in the last column, and the nonrelativistic energy Enonrel
calculations in Ref. [11] are given in the third column. The values
are given in cm−1 , with uncertainties in between parentheses.
Line
Qð0Þ
Qð1Þ
Qð2Þ
Qð3Þ
Qð4Þ
Qð5Þ

2 464.5052
2 463.3494
2 461.0388
2 457.5803
2 452.9817
2 447.2510

ErelþQED

Enonrel [11]

This experiment
(4)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

−0.0031
−0.0031
−0.0016
−0.0008
−0.0014
−0.0017

2 464.5021
2 463.3463
2 461.0372
2 457.5795
2 452.9803
2 447.2492

(4)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

to an accuracy at the level of 10−7 cm−1 (or kHz-level) for H2,
D2 , and T2 [8,11]. Current efforts in first-principle calculations target higher-order relativistic and QED contributions
ErelþQED , including recoil corrections [6–8], and they have
recently been extended to the mα6 -order [35]. The evaluation
of mass-dependent relativistic nuclear recoil corrections
currently dominate the systematic uncertainty of the ab initio
energies [12]. However, the ErelþQED contributions to the
level energies of T2 have not been calculated to date. Our
measurement accuracy allows for the extraction of ErelþQED
contributions for T2, given in Table II, with the use of
nonrelativistic level energies Enonrel from Ref. [11], which
may be considered exact for this derivation.
The extracted ErelþQED contributions for T2 are plotted in
the lower panel of Fig. 5. The analogous contributions of
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FIG. 5. Relativistic and QED contributions to T2 , (v ¼ 0 → 1),
QðJÞ transition energies, extracted from the present measurements and nonrelativistic calculations in Ref. [11], are shown in
the lower panel. The analogous experimentally-derived ErelþQED
contributions for H2 and D2 from Ref. [2,36] are shown in the
upper panel, indicated by solid circles and slightly shifted
horizontally for clarity. For H2 and D2 , these can be compared
to the full ab initio calculations [7], indicated by unfilled circles
in the upper panel.

H2 and D2 using the QðJ ¼ 0–2Þ transitions from molecular beam measurements in Refs. [2,36] are plotted in the
upper panel. These experimentally-derived H2 and D2
ErelþQED contributions can be compared to the direct
ab initio calculations [7], but corresponding ab initio
calculations for T2 are yet to be carried out. The relativistic
and QED contributions to the T2 transitions measured can
be larger than those for H2 and D2 , presumably due to the
suppression of mass-dependent higher-order terms that
scale with the inverse of the reduced mass [6,7].
In summary, we have determined QðJ ¼ 0–5Þ transition
energies of the fundamental band of T2 with a 50-fold
improvement in precision over our preliminary study [24]
and a 250-times accuracy improvement over all other
previous investigations. The extracted relativistic and QED
energy contributions for T2 pose a challenge to high-accuracy
calculations that has yet to be pursued. Access to the tritiumbearing isotopologues (T2 , HT, DT) doubles the number of
the benchmark hydrogen molecule specimens, and this greatly
expands opportunities for fundamental tests. Studies using
the heavier tritiated species may be useful in disentangling
correlations between various mass-dependent effects that
currently limit the calculation uncertainty in molecular hydrogen [12]. Furthermore, comparisons of experimental and
theoretical determinations of transition energies in molecular
hydrogen can be used to constrain hypothetical fifth forces [9],
where the heavier T2 may inherently lead to nine times
enhanced sensitivity relative to H2 .
Future progress in the spectroscopy of molecular tritium
holds the promise of a determination of the triton charge
radius, which is poorly known at present [37]. This would
be of great relevance towards the resolution of the proton
size puzzle [38,39], where analogous measurements of the
deuteron size [40] have been performed to shed light on
the issue. Advancing our understanding of QED through the
spectroscopy of tritium-bearing molecular hydrogen may
pave the way towards precision studies of nuclear structure.
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